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Abstract 

 

Addressing the non-destructive inspection of aircraft components in an industrial process 
consists of ensuring that every detail is controlled, ensuring traceability. Using our knowledge 
of automatic inspection in the nuclear industry for over fifty years, and looking for competitive 
solutions for the productivity ranges required in the aviation sector, TECNATOM has created 
a competitive industrial robot-based solution (RABIT NDT Inspection technology), which 
integrates different hardware and software developments that improve quality, productivity and 
flexibility for in-line inspections. This paper aims to describe each of these individual 
developments, their applicability and the benefits they provide for the inspection of aeronautical 
components: obtaining the real 3D geometry of the component,  automatically using an 
advanced laser device (FALCOM 3D), when CAD file is not available; Off-line programming 
tools (OLP) allowing automatic  generation of inspection trajectories (GENTRAY 3, including 
simulations of the entire inspection cell to determine collision situations; tools for 
rototranslation devoted to the correction of deviations in the positioning of the component 
relative to the machine, optimizing movements of the robot and external axes; specific software 
tools for the implementation of ultrasonic calibration; ultrasonic acquisition data and 
evaluation, including generation of focal laws, data visualization in time of flight and amplitude 
and specific evaluation on line tools. INSPECT VIEW is the integrated software developed by 
Tecnatom that controls all the actions described above, giving a user-friendly, easy and safe 
environment for the Non Destructive Inspection (NDI) Processes. 
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1.  Introduction 
The traditional solutions for the ultrasonic inspection of large aircraft components used to 
integrate gantry type machines, providing a specific application-oriented design and proven 
quality, but with high design, manufacturing and assembly costs. With a view to reducing this 
impact, TECNATOM specified and designed the introduction of industrial robots as a way of 
simplifying and enhancing the flexibility of quality control processes.  
Tecnatom identified that the manufacturers of industrial robots were unable to fulfil the specific 
requirements of ultrasonic inspection techniques, and that the existing inspection systems did 
not provide satisfactory results for the end-users.  For this reason, a development in Robot 
control was carried out in collaboration between Tecnatom and KUKA Roboter. TECNATOM 
has developed an inspection platform  combining industrial robots and specific technological 
products to serve the aircraft manufacturing sector, this meaning an Automated, Integrated and 
Industrial Non-Destructive Inspection Process. 
 

2.  Inspection Overview 
The complete inspection process of aircraft and industrial components requires several steps 
integrated in a single procedure. 
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The inspection overview begins with the acquisition of the CAD file for the part, which may be 
the one from engineering or reconstructed by FALCOM-3D, if not yet available or if final 
component does not correspond completely with available CAD, due to deformations in the 
part. Once the CAD file has been obtained, the next step is the automatic  generation of the 
trajectory over the CAD by GENTRAY 3, ensuring 100% surface inspection including 
aerodynamic face, edges, windows… After this, it is time to execute this trajectory but first, a 
3D simulation of it is carried out including robot movements, collision checking and trajectory 
feasibility. Once the trajectory has been validated, the final trajectory file is automatically 
generated. Before the last action, a rototranslation of the part should be performed, in case the 
position of the part has changed or is not precise. FALCOM-3D takes points for rototranslation, 
also called ‘Three Point Correction’ and our software function is to automatically adapt the 
trajectory to the new position of the part. Data will be acquired and evaluated by the 
INSPECTVIEW software. All these steps are described below: 
 
2.1 FALCOM-3D: Learning of part geometry 

The ultrasonic inspection of aircraft components with complex geometries requires that the 
ultrasonic probe move over the surface of the part. It is necessary for the robots to be able to 
follow the predefined trajectories to cover the entire inspection volume.  
In order to automatically generate these trajectories, it is necessary to have previously obtained 
a precise model of the part geometry. This model may be obtained either from the design CAD 
model or through teaching of the actual part, generating a cloud of points by FALCOM-3D. 
FALCOM-3D is an innovative laser teaching system that allows the geometry of the studied 
part to be learned with a high degree of resolution, and makes it possible to process specific 
geometries, such as edges, windows, spars and stringers, and their output format compatible 
with Tecnatom reconstruction SW (Gentray3). 
It is important to mention that the manufacturing process sometimes entails minor geometry 
variations between homologous parts of one same chain or production. Thus, the geometric 
variations between the actual part and its CAD design should be considered for measurement 
of the shape of the part during teaching or inspection. The component geometry definition may 
then be obtained then also by parametric definition. 
 

 
Figure 1. Falcom 3D Module 

 



(a) (b) 
Figure 2. CAD file reconstruction by GT3 using points cloud obtained by FALCOM -3D: (a) actual 

part and (b) point cloud of the actual part 
 
2.2 GENTRAY 3: CAD Reconstruction and Automatic Trajectory Generation 
The GENTRAY 3 is a comprehensive and high-performance solution for computer aided design 
and generation of complex inspection trajectories. The definition of the component is made by 
importing the geometries from the CAD files in exchange formats (.stp,.igs format) or clouds 
of points obtained by teaching. 
 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3: Geometry reconstruction from points cloud. (a) Test Panel Geometry (b) Stringer Omega 
Cloud of Points (c) Stringer Omega reconstructed geometry 

Then the selection of the areas to be explored is made, taking into account the different items 
involved in the inspection: tools, probes, probe holders, surface complexity …The trajectory is 
finally generated with a positioning in 3D, following front and rear component surfaces, 
adapted for pulse echo and transmission systems. Trajectories belonging to different regions 
can be included in the same trajectory program. The Gentray 3 solution is used also for 
validation by simulation and coverage estimation tools. Once the trajectory is validated, it is 
exported to machine language. The language used by the Tecnatom system is ISO, in order to 
be used by different control systems. 
 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4: (a) Points Cloud with reconstructed geometry (b) Geometry with three different trajectories 
(c) Coverage estimation with the trajectories proposal 



GETNTRAY 3 has a full integration not only with FALCOM 3D but also with NDT suite 
InspecView® applications for remote generation of trajectories in Re-test, Go-to- point and 
marking operations. 
This tool currently allows the strictest conditions associated with an inspection to be achieved: 

• Trajectories developed from part coordinates, allowing trajectories to be generated 
once only for each part, even when the position of the part in the cell changes. 

• Orthogonallity of ultrasonic beam with respect to the component surface. 

• Determination of the actual position of the transducer. 

• Synchronization between spatial position and ultrasonic data. 

• Ultrasonic data reconstruction with real measures. 

• Visual 3D evaluation of designed trajectories. 

• Performance of inspection coverage analyses. 

 
2.3. Simulation & Post-processing 

The 3D simulation and post-processing offline tool allows to simulate the whole inspection cell 
(robot, external axis, end effectors, part fixtures, part under inspection,...) in order to determine 
the feasibility and  performance of the programmed inspection path. Trajectory feasibility 
analysis includes detection of singularities, collisions and infringements of joint and working 
areas limits. There are also included specific strategies in order to manage external axis (linear 
tracks, turn-tables). These additional axis allow to increase the working area of the robot, 
improving the accessibility of the end-effector to the part and reducing inspection times. This 
OLP tool allows the simulation of inspection cells based in one robot or two robots in 
cooperation. 
 

Figure 5: Simulation of laser teaching trajectory  
 

2.4. Rototranslation: three point correction 

In the event of the part cannot be placed in a repetitive way in the fixture, or if the fixture 
containing the part, is placed in a different position from the original one, our software allows 
the trajectory to be rototranslated automatically, simply with the input of three points taken 
from the part, without the need for it to be regenerated. 
If the rototranslation is needed to be applied, the user only needs to capture the position of three 
different reference points by using FALCOM-3D. With this information the system determine 
the new position of the part within working volume. With this process it is not necessary to 
design again the inspection trajectory. 
 
  



2.5. Inspection Execution 

INSPECTVIEW ® is the Tecnatom software suite that integrates all the necessary functionalities 
to complete the entire ultrasonic inspection process, sharing information with all the 
applications involved and keeping the database updated. These functionalities are as follows: 

� Part geometry acquisition and processing 
� Definition and planning, inspection programming 
� Trajectory calculation 
� Machine control: robot movements, auxiliary element movements, safety elements 

with alarm management… 
� UT calibration 
� Data acquisition 
� Evaluation: including manipulation of several inspection files in synchronized mode, 

automatic evaluation, defect sizing, … 
� Report generation 

It is important to point out that the entire ultrasonic inspection process is integrated, from the 
definition of the inspection part to the evaluation of the acquisition data, considering also 
machine control, where all the components of the system are managed from a single application. 
The latest capabilities developed in INSPECTVIEW ® allow Tecnatom to maintain the 
competitive level of its ultrasonic inspection products and services. 

 

 
Figure 6: Summary of the capabilities of INSPECTVIEW for ultrasonic inspections 
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Figure 7: Acquisition examples 

 

3.  Complete Inspection Process 
The following flow diagram shows the complete inspection process: 
 

 
Figure 8: Process diagram for a complete inspection process 

 
This is the case where all the intermediate stages are involved: 

� Prepare the part inside the inspection cell 

� FALCOM-3D: acquisition of the Cloud of points with laser teaching for generation of the 

geometry CAD file 

� GENTRAY 3: reconstruction of the geometry of the part 

� GENTRAY 3: automatic generation of the trajectory, if not accessible previously 

� FALCOM-3D: If the position of the part has changed, a rototranslation will be performed 

� Simulation of the trajectory and post-processing 



� OLP-SIMULATION: simulation and post-processing of the trajectory inside inspection cell 

� INSPECTVIEW: Acquisition and evaluation of Ultrasonic data 

In this complete inspection process, all the steps for the inspection are shown, but normally not 
all of them are necessary to achieve a complete inspection of the part. Depending on the 
application and the available information, it will be possible to dispense with automatic CAD 
file generation or automatic trajectory generation or simulation, for example. 
 

4. Flexibility and modularity 
The flexibility of our Inspection Systems concept allows for different configurations with the 
same SW&HW components, integrating different mechanical devices depending on the 
application. In this integrated system concept different tools can be added including different 
inspection modules depending on the inspection areas. These modules are designed specifically 
for each application. In order to optimize inspection times an Automatic Tool Charger can be 
included in the system. 
 

 
Figure 9 – Automatic Tool Charger 

 

4.1. Through-Transmission systems 

Tecnatom has developed this type of systems based on different architectures (gantry, robot). 
Robots with a U-shape yoke incorporating two water jet nozzles may be used for water jet 
through transmission (TTU) of parts with simple geometries (flat or single curvature) and small 
or medium dimensions. 
 

  
Figure 10 - Different Robotic configuration for TTU inspection using a yoke 

If the parts have complex geometries (double curvature) and large dimensions, two robots 
working in a cooperating mode are needed to apply the through transmission technique (TTU). 
This is the most powerful and flexible configuration. Additional external axis (turn-table) can 
be managed by this inspection cell. Both robots can work in cooperation (TTU) or 
independently (2xPE). 



 

Figure 11 - Tecnatom installation with two robots moving along linear tracks 

These systems are able to perform simultaneous inspections of TTU and P-E by water-jet, as 
well as local immersion 
 
4.2. Local immersion pulse-echo systems 

Phased-array pulse-echo in local immersion may be performed by a single robot for complex 
geometries. 
 

   
Figure 12 – Two track-mounted robots operating in cooperating mode for TTU, or independently for 

simultaneous PE inspection, or inspecting different parts 

Further architecture approaches are based on a gantry structure with one or two hanging robots. 

Figure 13– Portal-robot using phased-array probes. Gantry with two robots and turntable 

 

4.3. Other customized systems: Air coupled Ultrasounds and Laser Ultrasonics 

Included below is a picture of a system for the performance of dry inspections based on wheel 

probes and through transmission techniques using air coupled ultrasounds to inspect cones and 

cylinders, with the same robotic systems. 



 

Figure 14 - Cones and cylinders through transmission inspection system 

Currently, Tecnatom has developed the application of the air-coupling method to the inspection 

of acoustic panels using a Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastic yoke.  The system concept is shown 

below. 

  

Figure 15 - Cones and cylinders through transmission inspection system 

As a product of the investments and developments undertaken and performed at Tecnatom, 

laser ultrasonic technology has been integrated with our RABIT NDT inspection technology, 

where all the applications are integrated. 

  

Figure 16 - Inspection system based-on a commercial robot and laser technology. TecnaPLUS, 

where the robot holds the laser scanning head 

 



  

Figure 17 - Inspection system based-on a commercial robot and laser technology, TecnaLUS, where 

the Robot hold the part to be inspected 

 
5. Conclusions 
The integration of hardware and software developments, in RABIT NDT inspection platform, 
based on industrial robots allows a unique design to be developed for non-destructive inspection 
in the aerospace industry. This integrated solution involves different stages in the inspection 
process: teaching for the generation of the geometry file, automatic trajectory generation, post-
processing, 3D simulation, rototranslation, control of robots, acquisition, evaluation, reporting 
and control of auxiliary devices.  
The inspection is more flexible for different parts geometries and more effective with RABIT 
NDT inspection technology because of the integration concept. Other advantages are the 
simplification of the inspection process, reduction of costs and reduction of needed space in the 
plant, compared to the traditional solutions for ultrasonic inspections based on gantry systems. 
In addition, all this technology is integrated in a modular fashion, thereby allowing for different 
flexible configurations based on 1 or 2 robots, using external devices such as linear tracks, 
turntables and/or gantries, in order to increase the scope of application. Two robots may work 
simultaneously in a cooperative mode on one or different parts, using pulse-echo or 
transmission techniques based on conventional or phased array probes. 
These systems use a commercial solution with fewer mechanical elements, which means 
advantages for maintenance and support.  
All the advantages mentioned above place Tecnatom in an optimal position for non-destructive 
testing inspections of complex geometries in the aeronautical industry. 
 

 


